
Benefits
Gain better control over your Air Freight operations;

Plan and execute more accurately and more efficiently;

Solve problems easily and quickly;

Preemptively avoid risky situations, minimize loss and improve 
business resilience in critical times;

Provide better, more competitive service levels while improving your profits.
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Visualize, understand and control in a better way every operation 
through your (existing) operational data;

Smart, data-centric software for Air 
Freight Optimization and Air Cargo 
Process Improvement.

Amphorica 
AirOptimizer TM

Benefits multiple stakeholders.
Fromsenior companymanagement to fieldmanagers 
to operational employees, suchas agents andcouriers 
all the way to your customers (senders).

Fully customizable 
to fit your specific 
operations

Easy to set up and 
easy to use

Available 24/7 from 
anywhere in the 
world (real time)
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TM

Benefits multiple stakeholders.

Easily and seamlessly connects and integrates with your existing IT 
management systems: ERP, TMS , WMS, and more. 
Or Upload your data securely or Easily connect to your data repository.

Vendor and suppliers 
comparative benchmark01
Vendor and suppliers comparative benchmark. See the big picture:
Compare your airline cargo vendors. With AMPHORICA AirOptimizer, you 
can now clearly and easily see and compare performance and KPIs such 
as cost, quality, delays, agent and broker responsiveness.

Predictively project and forecast 
your upcoming demand02
Do you want to know how to prepare for what’s coming? How many 
packages do you need to deliver? How many resources for the project?
With Amphorica’s AirOptmizer predictive capabilities. 
Be ahead of the game. Improve your resilience and be prepared for 
any event.

Features
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Amphorica 
AirOptimizer TM



Contact us

info@amphorica.com

amphorica.com

watch demo video

LinkedIn

Gain Peace of Mind!

Operational 
insight03
The system tells you what are the operational changes you should do.
Automatically extracts operational insights such as: realignment and 
better allocation of resources, process improvements and 
recommendation for optimal decision making. This enables you better 
quality assurance for GDP compliance for example.

04 Get specific
insight any time

Click on any customer data and get insights on their specific. 
From your most profitable customer to those who need more attention. 
Look at the customers with12high activity levels all the way to the 
smallest customers with growth opportunities. Look at the data and 
allocate your resources accordingly. 
By different time frames: daily, weekly, monthly or annually. Issue a 
report on any time interval.

https://www.linkedin.com/company/amphorica/
https://www.linkedin.com/posts/amphorica_amphorica-peaceofmind-logisticstech-activity-6967835014839308288-67SH/?utm_source=share&utm_medium=member_desktop
https://amphorica.com/

